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1 • IN'FRODUCТION 

Тhe ·proЪlem of track chaтber vertex detector of high spatial 
resolution has arisen after the discovery of particles with 
very small lifetime 10-12 -1o-IS s. То detect the decay of such 
shortlived particles with high efficiency the spatial resolu
tion ~х тust Ье smaller than 5 ~т. Until very recently only 
the nuclear research emulsion technic,ue with observation 
through optl cal тicroscope met this condition. The main obstac
le of using the classical iтaging optics in the chamher of 
high spatial resolution is the universal relation ...; л~z = 2~х . 
where Л is the wave length of the light, and ~ Z- the depth 
of field attained Ьу classical imaging optics. For ~х = 5 ~т, 
Л= 0.5 ~т we have ~Z = 200 ~т. Тhе depth of field can Ье 
consideraЪly extended with the help of holography and тesoop
tics / I / . 

2. DEFINITION OF МESOOPTICS 

The imaging systeт is called а тesooptical one ~f i n the 
geoтetrical optics approxiтation the point in the object space 
is trans f ormed into the straight or curved line of finite 
diтensions in the iтage space. The geoтetrical transforтatioпs 
perforтed Ьу the mesooptical iтaging systeт can Ье written as: 
OD .. 1D , iD · .. 20, 20 .. 3D. In general case the n -diтensioal 
object goes into an (n + 1) - or (n + 2) -diтensional images. 
There are two тain types of тesooptical imaging systeтs: with 
longitudiцal or with transversal properties. An example of 
the тesooptical imaging system is an axicon with conical sur
f aces or а circular di f fraction grating / 2/ .The second ехатрlе 
is mesooptical тirror in the Mesooptical Fourier-Transform Mic
roscope (МFТМ) for nuclear research eтulsion/3/. The тesooptics 

, has many advantages over the classical imaging op tics only for 
point-like and straight-like objects. 

З. МESOOPTICS IN ТНЕ TRACK CНN·ffiER VERTEX DETECTOR 

Let the nuclear event in the track chaтber vertex detector 
has been picked up Ьу тeans of pulse holography/4/.0n the stage 
of reconstruction the virtual iтage is observed and scanned 
by , the concentrical mesooptical objective as is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.l 

The tracing of rays shown 
in Fig. 1 corresponds to 
formation of only one of 
two or more central projec
tions. 

The depth of field of the 
mesooptical objective can 
Ье chosen either equal to 
full depth of track chamber 
or, if the track density 
on the hologram is very 
high, the scanning depth 
can Ье diminished untill the 
reasonaЬle observation is 
reached. The main problem 

of such mesooptical objective is the intensive side-lobes in 
the point spread function. The same proЬlems have been suc'ces
sfully solved in acoustical imaging systems / S/ 

4. МESOOPTICAL FOURIER-TRANSFORМ MICROSCOPE 
FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH EМULSION 

А new optical instrument called Mesooptical Fourie~-Transform 
Microscope (МFТМ) has recently been proposed for observation 
of nuclear events in the nuclear research emulsion used in high 
energy physics experiments/З/ . The (meso)optical part of the 
МFТМ is shown principally in Fig.2. 
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~ 1 The nuclear research emul-
sion is illuminated Ьу the con
vergent beam of light, the 
cross-over of which is near the 
~esooptical objective. The 
light diff racted Ьу the _chain 
of silver grains in the straight 
line track is transformed Ьу 
the mesooptical objective into 
two small spots of light at the 
output plane of the МFТМ. These 
two spots do contain all the 
information about geometrical 
characteristics of the observed 
track including Z -coordinate 
of the track. 

In Fig.2 the principal sche
me of the НFТМ with the meso
optical objective is given: 1 

Fig. 2 the convergent beam of light 
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from Не- Ne laser, 2 - Fourier transform objective, 3 - nuclear 
research emulsion, 4 - the mesooptical objective, 5 - the 
output plane of" the НFТМ. 

The theory of the МFТМ in terms of Fourier- and Hilbert-op
tics /б, 71 has been constructed. The Foucault-Hilbert-knife 
and the hi3h spatial frequency filter accomplish quasi-differen
tiation of the optical field in the МFТМ. The optical signa1s 
at the output plane of the МFТМ from two heavy relativistic 
ions accelerated Ьу synchrophasotron in JINR are shown in Fi g .З. 
It is important to stress that stereo-mesooptical microscope 
can indeed Ье constracted. Such device containing only classi
cal optical imaging elements cannot Ье made at all. 
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5. ТНЕ DATA PROCESSING ALGORITНМS IN МFТМ 

The concentration of geometrical information about straight
like particle tracks into small spots of light in the МFТМ 
opens new scopes for speeding up the searching process of the 
nuclear events in the huclear research emul s ion. The spots of 
the particle tracks issued from the common centre are laying 
on the "sinogram" in the case when the ve!"tex of star is inside 
the field of view of the МFТМ or practically on the straight 
line when the vertex of the star is out of field of view. In 
the МFТМ there are no proЬlems of depth of view inherent to 
classical optical microscope. 

б. CON(:LUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that mesooptics gives many advan
tages over the classical optical imaging systems especi~lly 
for point-1ike and ·(or) straight-like, objects. Just these 
objects are found wide in the high energy physics. 
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